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We have some brand new ECAs and some old favorites for 
our third term this year. Term 3 ECAs will be online and will 
start on Monday, April 12th, 2021 and will end on Thursday, 
June 17th, 2021. All ECAs start at 3:05 and end at 4:00 pm 
during Ramadan and after Ramadan they will start at 4:05 
pm and end at 5:00 pm Monday thru Thursday.  
 
To register for a club or activity, please visit our 
website: http://tarbiyahacademy.com/academics/ecas/ 
 
Mondays 4:05-5:00 pm (Ramadan 3:05-4:00 pm) 
Al-Qaidah Al-Nooraniah 
The Noble Qur'an is the literal words of Allah that He revealed 
as an infallible source of legislation for mankind to live an 
organized life by.  Being so important, the Qur'an must be 
recited correctly and clearly, so as not to create any sort of 
ambiguity or misunderstanding whatsoever. The goal of this 
course is to enable each student to read the Quran words with 
correct pronunciation. In a short period of time, students will 
start learning from Al-Qai’dah and they will learn the basic 
rules of reading. 
INSTRUCTOR: Hala Salama 
TA Cost: $45                          AGES: KG – 2nd grade 
NON-TA COST: $95               LIMIT: none 
 
Chess 
Chess is a fun game that incorporates many aspects of the IB 
learner profile: knowledgeable, inquirers, thinkers, 
communicators, principled, open-minded, caring, risk-takers, 
balanced, and reflective.  The Chess Club gives students an 
opportunity to play friendly games of chess against their peers 
in a low-stress environment. Students of all levels are 
welcome to come, as help is given to those who need it.  
Students are taught the basics of the game, rules, opening  
strategies, Castling, and middle chess strategies. 
INSTRUCTOR: Shaista Abbasi 
TA Cost: $45                                   AGES: 3rd – 8th  grade 
NON-TA COST: $95        LIMIT: none 

 
Tuesdays 4:05-5:00 pm (Ramadan 3:05-4:00 pm) 
Anime Club 
Do you like anime? Do you like learning about new cultures? 
Do you like to read graphic novels or watch animated 
shows/movies and want to explore a new form of it? The 
Anime Club is the perfect place for you! We will be OPEN-
MINDED INQUIRERS as we explore Japanese animation and 
graphic novels. We will have a chance to watch anime, read 
manga, and discuss anime/manga throughout the ECA. We 
will dive deeper into the stories; examining different literary 
elements and storytelling techniques that is done through 
animation and drawing styles, as well as do fun activities 
related to anime.  
INSTRUCTOR: Aya Karam    
TA Cost: $45                                 AGES: 5th – 8th grade 
NON-TA COST: $95      LIMIT: none 

 
   

 
 
 

   
 
Gymnastics 
Practice, condition, and learn various gymnastics movements 
and concepts! We will be discussing what it takes to do different 
flips, rolls, stretches, and athletic stances while building 
flexibility, strength, and confidence in our ability to perform 
these athletic feats! 
INSTRUCTOR: Tasibur Hasan   
TA Cost: $45                                 AGES: 4th – 8th grade 
NON-TA COST: $95      LIMIT: none 

 

Virtual Cooking 
Students will learn how to cook and make new food and 
desserts from around the world. We will travel to China, Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan, India, Thailand, Vietnam, France, Belgium, 
Germany, Middle East and many more through this cooking 
class. Topics covered in class are the many different methods 
and techniques that are used to elevate dinner to a healthy but 
Michelin star worthy meals. We will also talk about new 
American contemporary cuisine that fuses lots of flavors from 
all the world into healthy dinner options for everyone.  
Come and join me in my kitchen!  
INSTRUCTOR: Debby Rashed 
TA Cost: $45                          AGES: KG – 8th grade 

  NON-TA COST: $95               LIMIT: none 

   
  Wednesday 4:05-5:00 pm (Ramadan 3:05-4:00 pm) 

Keyboarding 
  Learn to type and be a speeding typer! This keyboarding 

class will help you learn to use all the keys on the keyboard 
with the correct fingers and motions. Please use a device 
with a keyboard such as a small laptop or an IPad with an 
attached keyboard. Skills, use of language and gesturing, as 
well as listening skills will be learned.  

  INSTRUCTOR: Shabana Ahmed 
TA COST: $45                     AGES: 3rd- 5th grade 
NON-TA Cost: $95               LIMIT: 10 students 

 
Modern Calligraphy 
At the end of this ECA, students will: 
•Have learned how to use calligraphy brush pens 
•Know how to layout words to create beautiful typography 
•Be able to write with different fonts (including script) 
•Be able to draw calligraphy embellishments 
•Have knowledge of basic watercolor techniques 
•Know how to paint different floral designs 
•Create their own floral wreaths 
INSTRUCTOR: Fatima Khan 
TA Cost: $45                          AGES: 5th – 8th  grade 
NON-TA COST: $95               LIMIT: none 
 
Conversational Arabic 
Raising bilingual children is a challenging but extremely 
rewarding pursuit. Research has shown that bilingual children 
have more creative brains than those who know one language 
and are better at problem solving. Teaching children a native 
language is a wonderful way to keep them connected to their 
cultural heritage. The benefits of bilingualism are well-
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established. It’s a gift you can give to your children. So, let’s 
get started on how to teach Arabic to kids. Learning 
conversational Arabic will be a fun and interactive class where 
kids will build on or reinforce basic ways to communicate in 
Arabic through stories, songs, and games. 
INSTRUCTOR: Wafa Alnumri 
TA Cost: $45                          AGES: KG – 2nd grade 
NON-TA COST: $95               LIMIT: none 
 
Thursdays 4:05-5:00 pm (Ramadan 3:05-4:00 pm) 
Arts & Crafts 
Arts and Crafts encourages students to create crafts using 
materials found at home and in nature. Integrated with 
subjects such as social studies, science, and math, students 
work on a variety of creative projects!  
INSTRUCTOR: Aisha Karachiwalla 
TA Cost: $45                                   AGES: KG-2nd grade 
NON-TA COST: $95        LIMIT: none 
 
Brain Teasers 
Students will engage in brain teasers and mind-bending 
puzzles to strengthen their critical thinking skills.  We will 
tackle 1 to 2 logic and reasoning puzzles a week and practice 
our thinking skills. 
INSTRUCTOR: Nahla Aboushaara 
TA Cost: $45                                   AGES: 3rd-5th grade 
NON-TA COST: $95        LIMIT: none 
 
Girlhood 
Girls will learn the difference between Feminism and being 
Pro-Woman. The girls will also learn about the amazing 
woman that supported the growth of Islam in its early 
stages along with their rights in Islam. Students will learn to 
make Islamically informed choices as a young Muslim 
woman. The girls will also learn their responsibility once 
they reach puberty. Students will also learn about female 
anatomy and its basic functions.  
INSTRUCTOR: Jannah Sanchez 
TA Cost: $45                                   AGES: 5th – 8th grade 
NON-TA COST: $95        LIMIT: none 
 


